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Section 1
Slides used/referred to in session

Ahead today
• Scan
• SWOT
• Moving Ahead
• Setting up for success: Framework

Preview: setting up for success
• build a "hopper" of initiatives
• score them
• pull down one at a time
• process then for executing on them
vote on next one

Scan
• what we currently do
• member survey results
• what is happening in other states (not covered)
• approaches to federated advocacy in other industries/countries (not
about self-insurance)

What we do
• lobby Government to influence policy direction to enable better outcomes through self-insurance and injury management tailored to
strategic objectives;
• educate Government that:
•
•

employer based injury management leads to better outcomes for employees;
self-insurance is more holistic and not only about workers’ compensation

• provide a forum for the discussion of matters relating to injury management in Queensland, especially in relation to self-insurance matters;
• allow the members to be represented in discussions with government departments and any other relevant body on matters relating to the
above objects that affect the members in Queensland; and relevant associated matters.
• make submissions and representations on matters relating to self-insurance and/or employer base injury management, workers’
compensation and related matters to government departments, any other relevant body and any Government inquiry into workers’
compensation arrangements in Queensland; and relevant associated matters.
• receive and disseminate information about self-insurance and injury management and relevant associated matters to members;
• arrange education for members and their staff in respect of self-insurance and injury management; and relevant associated matters.
• promote the benefits and role of self-insurance and employer based injury management within the community at large.
• do anything necessary for or incidental to the carrying out of the above objects
The functions of the Association are carried out by an Executive and currently 3 specialist sub committees who report to members at Quarterly Forums

Our core messages
• ‘Building Stronger Relationships’
• ‘Developing Better Business Practices’
• ‘Employer Based Injury Management’
• ‘Promoting Educational Opportunities’
• ‘Improving Workplace Culture’

Member Survey
• 14 responses
• Net promoter score of 78% (this is very, very good)
• Major Pains
• Magic Remedies
• Start Doing
• Stop Doing
• Keep Doing

Major Pains 1
•
•
•
•

Regulator [10/14]
Not working together [1/14]
No major Pains [2/14]
Dealing with our customers (medical industry) [1/14]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

lack of clarity surrounding performance from Regs perspective
Self-Insurance Licence Renewal Process - moving of the goalposts with OIR
increased regulatory burden
No major pains
Regulator idiosyncrasies
Inconsistency of The Regulator decisions
Balancing Regulatory requirements with people centred rehabilitation and return to work.
No pains identified becoming a SI provided more benefits then remaining in the WorkCover section.
Resourcing - No consideration for short tail scheme comparatively with other jurisdictions; Job market lacks experienced
candidates
Communicating with the Regulator, and lack of clarity and transparency in their responses to key questions. Further to that,
their lack of guidelines to assist insurers with how certain parts of the legislation should be interpreted.
Lack of clarity and consistency in regulation of self-insurance requirements.
Issues with medical centres not understanding what self insurance is and that the same legislation and ToC applies, but they
don’t need to liaise with WorkCover Qld
Feeling as a stand alone, with no one to properly gauge performance when the regulator provides feedback and data
Red Tape

Major Pains 2
Regulatory process [7/10]
Regulatory stats [2/10]
Within our business, customer groups [3/10]
Recruiting [1/10]
1.

new focus areas from Regs without comms- for example, receipt of quarterly performance report for first time with no
understanding of specs
2. Self-Insurance Licence Renewal - lack of transparency in process
3. paperwork/documentation to meet audit requirements
4. Business understanding about self-insurance
5. Inconsistency of The Regulator requirements/standards for Self-Insurers vs WorkCover Queensland
6. Shifting Regulatory environment.
7. Having our data compared to the scheme when our data is often skewed by low volume and by business or industry
peculiarities.
8. Medical centres trying to invoice outside ToC requirements or sending invoices to WorkCover Qld as well as self insurer.
9. Being compared to Workcover statistics for claim determination when the lower volume of claims skews the data
10. Recruiting quality candidates

Major Pains 3
•
•
•
•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Regulator [3/9] + value for money
Within our business, customer groups [3/9]
Recruiting [1/9]
Shared learnings/Resources [2/9]
Comms/Info [1/9]
being able to contact other SIs for help/ advice - shared learnings
OIR - Review of claims (lengthy delays hinders overall process)
sourcing good people, in the claims arena and the service arena.
Dealing with multiple SI bodies and systems across the different states
Release of information for medical records - Self-Insurer signed Application for Workers' Compensation often not accepted by
Medical practices as an appropriate authority to release information
Levy now equates to $9K per week and query what we get for that.
Double standards of Regulator in its expectations of itself versus the expectation on self-insurers.
Issues with email distribution lists and inconsistent information distribution (albeit seems to have improved more recently)
Access to limited training for a small self-insurer – the how to

Magic Remedy 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Collaboration [2/12]
Tools/Systems [2/12]
Shared Resources [3/12]
Industry position [1/12]
Regulator [1/12]
Political framwork of regulator [1/12]

shared learnings between SIs
Removal of WHS Self-insurance Audits (as in NSW)
Self insurance audit tool that covers all aspects of license renewal to assist in avoiding surprising outcomes.
Better systems for auditing for licence renewal
Self-Insurers to have equal status with WorkCover Queensland
Given proportionate cost of common law, scheme design around common law.
Nil identified
Collaborate with WorkCover Qld and OIR to offer assessing/case management/RRTWC courses with none offered at present
Separate the Workers Compensation Regulator from the Office of Industrial Relations; when this was the case prior to 2013,
there was more consistency and more efficient decision-making and advice.
10. any further work that can be done to improve education for GPs/practice managers – maybe look at an education module that
can be distributed through RACGP which earns some CPD points for engagement etc.
11. Operating as a team of self-insurers – sharing data and providing a well-rounded voice to the regulator and industry
12. Less/more contemporary regulation

Magic remedy 2
•

Regulatory practice and focus [2/8]

•

Licence periods [1/8]

•

Collaboration (including regulator) [2/8]

•

Comms/Info [1/8]

•

Political framework of regulator [1/8]

•

Tools/Systems [1/8]

1.

clarity on Regs focus areas

2.

Longer licence periods (suggest rolling licence renewal) but subject to regulation

3.

availability of good/quality IME specialists within a one/two week time frame.

4.

National consistency for WC

5.

For us currently is improved Case Management System

6.

The ability to lobby government in unison with other self-insurers; presently, there is a reluctance to do this due to privacy of individuals and
employers. The Regulator tends to “divide and conquer”.

7.

Ensuring database/contact lists are kept up to date and most recent information is used

8.

Better working relationship with the government, regardless of who was in power

START DOING
•
•
•
•
•

workshopping issues with all SIs;
better use of ASIEQ website
Continue lobbying for ASIEQ members with relevant stakeholders,
promote the benefits of self-insurance for members,
continue lobbying for reform of legislation where there are obvious issues
for employers
• Provide training that would enable claims officer to attend for
workshop/hands on practical training that would assist them in managing
claims on a day-to-day basis eg: it might focus on a particular section/s of
the act.
• More surveys from members, such as the survey on the 5-year review, to
gain an understanding of what is important to members.

START DOING 2
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lobbying for consistency within and across jurisdictions
Sharing of Insurer concerns which may impact or be experienced by others.
Consideration of advocacy for individual self insurers.
Could be facilitated by website.
Broader educational workshops/seminars to cater for all SI staff,
promoting the association internally and externally,
improving relationship with the Regulator
View what conferences occur within a year provided by ASIEQ, OIR, Legal
Firms etc., consider the volume, frequency and attendance of/at these
conferences and work towards collaborating these events between major
stakeholders

START DOING 3
• Perhaps provide an online idea sharing forum, maybe on the website, where a self insurer can maybe advise of an issue
they may be having with a claim for example, and ask other self insurers to comment on whether they have had a similar
situation and how they handled it
• Identify and document ASIEQ’s position on various scheme issues. (e.g. position Statements) based on common ground
and maybe through more surveys.
• Identify and arrange training opportunities for claims staff on day-to-day claims management issues. E.g. writing reasons
for decisions.
• Be more bold (while remaining professional) when dealing with government and stop being fearful of “poking the bear”.
• Whether a group for self insurers to share information/experiences may be helpful (e.g. a closed group through yammer
or similar software)
• opportunity to discuss general experiences, challenges, strategies, shared learnings (not confidential claims info), feedback
from discussions with regulator that may be relevant to the wider group etc.
• More engagement with other states self-insurance associations – for shared learnings and cross pollination of ideas
• Concerted approach to engage proactively with the government
• A more collective approach for self-insurers – by sharing data and coming to a position on key topics we can have a greater
ability to influence

STOP DOING
• Focusing on national self-insurance as opposed to Queensland.
• acting as a communication tool for the Regulator; the Regulator should not be relieved of it's
responsibility to inform all Insurer's of any potential changes etc.
• Sponsoring awards, conferences etc for organisations/associations that we do not have a
reciprocal relationship with,
• Stop having Injury Management as the main message and focus of the association and put other
areas of self-insurance at the same level of importance; e.g. claims management, licence
management.
• After 2019, stop Injury Management conferences and conferences that are open to government
and our foes. Get back to self-insurance conferences for self-insurers and prospective selfinsurers.
• Remove “employer” from ASIEQ and re-name to “ASIQ” to reflect us as self-insurers.
• Jockeying for power
• Less confrontational with the OIR
• Meetings with a speaker and listener style

KEEP DOING
• high political activity, lobbying
• Keeping members informed, co-ordinating training and development
and lobbying for self-insurers in Queensland.
• provide the opportunity to network with other SI's.
• meet with the Regulator and WorkCover Qld on a regular basis.
• provide feedback from these regular meetings to members.
• Excellent forums to keep members up-to-date and really good
educational sessions (for example, the recent NIISQ forum)

KEEP DOING 2
• Great representation of the group to other stakeholders and Government
bodies"
• Continue to collaborate with all Self-insurers and continue to represent
Self-Insurer interests
• Forums, Stakeholder engagement/lobbying, Conference.
• Quarterly forums, educational workshops in conjunction with law firms,
forward planning
• Keep advocating and lobbying behalf of all self insurers with the Regulator
and the Government.
• Education on various topics through Law firms who are supporters of ASIEQ
• Regularly meet with OIR and WorkCover Qld

KEEP DOING 3
• Provide opportunities for members to meet without the presence of
government and discuss challenges and to brainstorm for solutions.
• CPD events with external bodies
• Forums with inclusion of regulator, WCQ, relevant stakeholders
• Updates after meetings with regulator/key stakeholders/bodies
• Encouraging interaction between self insurers
• Establishing relationships with OIR
• Maintain/grow relationships with lawyers
• Meetings that bring self-insurers together
• Current direction/leadership has seen an improved relationship with OIR our brand is stronger

AS AN ASIDE – OIR’s remit
• Implement the labour hire licensing scheme to protect labour hire workers and safeguard those labour hire
providers which are ethical and responsible.
• Complete a mandatory five year review of the operation of Queensland’s workers’ compensation scheme
and submit a report to Parliament on:
• the performance of the scheme in meeting the objectives under the Workers’ Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 2003
• emerging issues facing the Queensland workers’ compensation scheme
• the effectiveness of current rehabilitation and return to work programs and policy settings, including ways to increase
Queensland’s current return to work rate.

• Implement the recommendations of the Best Practice Review of Workplace Health and Safety Queensland,
• including regulatory amendments to improve safety in the amusement device and theme park industries.
The review was announced in October 2016 in response to the multiple fatalities at both Dreamworld
(resulting in four fatalities) and Eagle Farm Race Course (where two workers were crushed when a precast
concrete slab toppled over).
• Manage the negotiations for the replacement State Government Entities Certified Agreement 2015 (Core
• Agreement), which covers approximately 50,000 employees across 50 government entities.

Workers’ Compensation Regulator role
• Its diverse roles include regulating the workers’ compensation
scheme, dispute resolution and providing education about the
scheme. This includes:
• monitoring the compliance and performance of insurers and deciding selfinsurance applications
• dispute resolution, such as reviewing insurers’ decisions, managing appeals
against the Regulator and supporting the efficient administration of the
Medical Assessment Tribunal
• providing information and education to stakeholders to ensure a fair and
efficient scheme that balances the needs of workers and employers and
facilitates return to work after an injury.

Scan overseas
• Comparative check done
• Unique setup in Australia
• We looked at other industries
• Some themes emerge – especially in “regulator as enemy
environments”
• Relationships
• Data
• “Better Regulation” ethos

Relationships

Relationships

Harvard paper
https://corpgov.law.harvard.edu/2015/10/22/building-effectiverelationships-with-regulators/

Data
• Digitisation a major talking point - impact and how to use it - fact based discussion
• This is a major Productivity Commission issue:
• https://www.pc.gov.au/inquiries/completed/productivity-review/report/productivityreview-supporting13.pdf
• Especially: Digital services offer ways to lower the costs of engaging with regulators
• ACCI (sub. 37) notes:
• A major frustration for the business community is the time taken to navigate important
• information and services. Public services are fragmented and difficult to navigate. (p. 18)
• > Single portals for information, applications, and reporting lower costs
• > Digital standards can make it easier for business to engage
• Refers to the world leading UK Digital Service Standard (see p6 of the report)

Better regulation
Better Regulation Executive
https://www.gov.uk/government/groups/better-regulation-executive
Holding regulator to account against them
Proportionality
Regulators should intervene only when necessary. Remedies should be appropriate to the risk posed,
and costs identified and minimised.
Accountability
Regulators should be able to justify decisions and be subject to public scrutiny.
Consistency
Government rules and standards must be joined up and implemented fairly.
Transparency
Regulators should be open, and keep regulations simple and user-friendly.
Targeting
Regulation should be focused on the problem and minimise side effects.

See also
• Papers from Innovating for Better Regulatory Outcomes
• https://www.criterionconferences.com/event/br/
• Looking at the Regulator conferences:
• What is on their conference agendas

• https://oshwiki.eu/wiki/Main_Page
• OSHwiki has been developed by EU-OSHA, to enable the sharing of occupational
safety and health (OSH) knowledge, information and best practices, in order to
support government, industry and employee organisations in ensuring safety and
health at the workplace.
• OSHwiki aims to be an authoritative source of information that is easily updated,
edited or translated and reaches beyond the OSH community.

Aside: An interesting peer for you
• http://www.customerownedbanking.asn.au/about-coba/overview
• COBA provides representation and advocacy for its members to:
•
•
•
•
•

federal and state governments;
regulators, such as APRA and ASIC;
the media;
industry and consumer groups; and
the general public and other stakeholders.

• It also provides member institutions with expert advisory and support
services, such as fraud & financial crimes and research.
• Let us look
• http://www.customerownedbanking.asn.au/media-a-resources/mediareleases-download-releases-and-sign-up-for-alerts

SWOT
• Strengths
• Weaknesses
• Threats
• Opportunity (last for a reason)
• what changes are going our way?
• what high impact problems could we help members with?

Moving ahead
• Continue what we are doing
• See if we want to stop any things our members gain little value from
• Agree on Framework for action

Setting up for success
• build a "hopper" of initiatives
• score them
• pull down one at a time
• process then for executing on them
vote on next one

Section 2
Attendees on the day

Attendees
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patina Pitkin (Wilmar Sugar)
Susan Atme (Woolworths)
Louise Cook (City Cover Gold Coast)
Tania Perina (CSR)
Debbie Flesser (BCC)
Rosemary Neal (GFG Alliance)
Trent Rickard (Teys Australia)
Dean Campbell (LGW)
Rachael Lindsay (LGAQ – LGW)
Louisa Hackenberg (Queensland Rail)
Deborah Allen (Toll)
>>

Apologies for any mis-spellings: PF

Attendees

Apologies for any mis-spellings: PF

• Tricia Testa (ACES Tricare)
• David Gomulka (JBS Australia)
• Sharyn Bartlem (Westpac)
• Clodagh McCowen (Wesfarmers)
• Stephanie Naidoo (Aurizon)

Section 3
What we discussed

Major problems we should
solve

The agreed major problems
• Lack of collaboration between us
• Lack or clarity and transparency from the regulator
• Lack of consistency from the regulator
• Cannot tell what benchmarks have the regulator’s focus
•
•
•
•

You can change your mind on these.
We just picked these to help develop our process and initial solutions
This helps us from descending into "suggestion box" territory
It helps us pick problems high on member's "totem poles"

Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Internal resources non-existent
• Website could be better
• Not enough succession planning

We speak for almost 100% of our cohort
Our network is strong
We have a strong lobbying presence
Our staff are the most specialized/highest quality in QLD
Our endorsement is powerful
Our collective experience is comprehensive

Opportunities

Threats

• Collaborate to create our own benchmarks to play back to
regulator
• Make approach to regulator to be more transparent
• There is no minimum “body of knowledge” out there
(which is why members find recruiting so hard)
• Capture knowledge before it “retires”
• Help develop the recruitment pool
• Share data without paranoia:
• Discussion groups
• “just between us, not for publication”
• Anonymous poll – use figures with regulator

• Legislative winds are against us

Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Internal resources non-existent
• Website could be better
• Not enough succession planning

We speak for almost 100% of our cohort
Our network is strong
We have a strong lobbying presence
Our staff are the most specialized/highest quality in QLD
Our endorsement is powerful
Our collective experience is comprehensive

Opportunities

Threats

• Collaborate to create our own benchmarks to play back to
regulator
• Make approach to regulator to be more transparent
• There is no minimum “body of knowledge” out there
(which is why members find recruiting so hard)
• Capture knowledge before it “retires”
• Help develop the recruitment pool
• Share data without paranoia:
• Discussion groups
• “just between us, not for publication”
• Anonymous poll – use figures with regulator

• Legislative winds are against us

This led to a subset of "opportunities"
we started to explore

There was also a bit of discussion about sharing of information.
Sometimes members don't like to and there can be valid reasons for that.
A general test about a “trade secret” you don’t want to share:
• Does it differentiate you from competitors?
• Is secrecy otherwise necessary (i.e. not just a preference)?
• Could we save money by using this data in collaboration?

Strengths

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Internal resources non-existent
• Website could be better
• Not enough succession planning

We speak for almost 100% of our cohort
Our network is strong
We have a strong lobbying presence
Our staff are the most specialized/highest quality in QLD
Our endorsement is powerful
Our collective experience is comprehensive

Opportunities

Threats

• Collaborate to create our own benchmarks to play back to
regulator
• Make approach to regulator to be more transparent
• There is no minimum “body of knowledge” out there
(which is why members find recruiting so hard)
• Capture knowledge before it “retires”
• Help develop the recruitment pool
• Share data without paranoia:
• Discussion groups
• “just between us, not for publication”
• Anonymous poll – use figures with regulator

• Legislative winds are against us

We explored this in a little more detail …

Idea

Why don’t we look at revising that old test/certification we used to have?

Elaboration

We might not develop and deliver the full material – we could use interested parties to
help us with that (e.g. lawyers, RTOs)
Perhaps we could help set curriculum
“If someone passes this unit, then I know that they are minimum knowledgeable
about this subject matters – e.g. claims”
“Perhaps they could earn practice points to go along with it”

Problems
solved

Helps uplift the recruitment pool
Helps us flag potential recruitees more easily

Associated
ideas

Perhaps this could include:
Templates for documents and letters
Clause wordings
RFD boilerplates
Practice notes

Idea

Why don’t we look at revising that old test/certification we used to have?

Elaboration

We might not develop and deliver the full material – we could use interested parties to
Who will
help us with that (e.g. lawyers, RTOs)
actually do
Is this Perhaps we could help set curriculum
this?
important? “If someone passes this unit, then I know that they are minimum knowledgeable
about this subject matters – e.g. claims”
“Perhaps they could earn practice points to go along with it”

Problems
solved

Helps uplift the recruitment pool
Helps us flag potential recruitees more easily

Associated
Perhaps this could include:
How do we
ideasdevelop this
Templates for documents and letters
further?Clause wordings
RFD boilerplates
Practice notes
How do we
know we are
not wasting
time here?

How do we
rank this
versus other
ideas?
How do we
collaborate on
it?

What about
our
subcommittes
?

DEVELOPING
PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

Perhaps approaches such as Lean
Product Development might give us
some clues

First steps
Elaboration

Lightly build it up
• Start with a “card”
• Describe it lightly
• Test it for popularity
• Don’t rush to a detailed design – don’t waste time on things that
wont fly
• Perhaps the first acid test might be:
• Can I pull together a small team from our membership to work on this?

Then look to develop a “press release”
• Describe it like it was a finished product
• Bring it back to the membership group
• Use overseas examples
• Work out the next question: how can we validate the concept

Example: overseas comparators
• Let us go back to the templates, clauses, practice notes idea
• Let us look at the UK - imagine the (small) concept team finding this
• Practical Law, the brainchild of two former Slaughter and May
(monster law firm) lawyers, launched in 1990 as a print venture
geared toward transactional lawyers in the United Kingdom
• Initially focused on highly structured leveraged buyouts etc. high end
stuff with a small number of players who might go for it
• "We created the thing that we wanted when we were practicing"

Practical Law continued …
• Went from print based to web-based
• practice notes, document templates, standard clauses, deal
checklists, and tools that lay out the basics of deal-making for junior
associates

OK, but how do we
control this?
We could end up going down any number of rabbit holes
with this

McKinsey’s Three Horizons

Three Horizons and Amazon
1

2

3

Goal

Maximise profits

Move this product to
core

New business

Timescale

0-12 months

12-36 months

36-72 months

Objective

Revenue and profit

Sales, account
penetration

Popularity, proven
customer appetite

Resource
allocation

60%

30%

10%

We decided to sell old and new books together. The internal discussion: “it will kill us”. We
tested it anyway. We throw very little money at new ideas.
We do not do any ROI modelling on horizons 2 and 3.

Three Horizons and Amazon
1

2

3

Goal

Maximise profits

Move this product to
core

New business

Timescale

0-12 months

12-36 months

36-72 months

Objective
Revenue and profit
Sales, account
Popularity, proven
MOVE FROM IDEA TO IMPLEMENTATION WITHOUT
BURNING TOO MUCH
TIMEappetite
OR MONEY
penetration
customer
Resource
allocation

60%

30%

10%

We decided to sell old and new books together. The internal discussion: “it will kill us”. We
tested it anyway. We throw very little money at new ideas.
We do not do any ROI modelling on horizons 2 and 3.

Process
• Flesh it out a bit
• Test it
• Flesh it out a bit more
• Validate it
• Flesh it out a bit more
• Offer it

How it could work
• We have a group of us (perhaps the attendees) who meet once a
month
• Absolute maximum 1 hour meet
•
•
•
•
•

Add new items
Put a team on a new item
Move an item to the next stage
Close an item - “no thanks”
NOT: getting into micro-discussions of ideas

• We get good at sharing information, voting and making decisions

At first: Idea
• What is this idea – briefly – dot points
• What big problems are we solving with this? Is it strategic?
• Is it of use to a large number of our members

• DO WE WANT TO DEVELOP THE CONCEPT?
• DO WE HAVE PEOPLE INTERESTED IN BEING ON A TEAM HERE?
• It is OK to say “hey, we are pretty stretched right now – why don’t we
hold it as an idea for now an revisit later”

Next: Concept
• Get a team on it
• Not doing detailed designs – flesh it out a bit more into a “press
release” – which you are NOT publishing of course
• Look at some overseas examples from inside and from outside the
industry – validation, learnings etc
• Come back to the group and you are going to present the Concept
and you will have one really important part of it …

This is how we can validate it
• For example, your “collaborate on shared benchmarking” idea
• End solution might be
• Database driven monthly stats across all members and all benchmarks
• That looks expensive and difficult and people will say “it will never work”
• They might be right but the mantra of this approach is:
“there are no facts in this building; just untested hypotheses”

• So: how about a test pilot
• Done in Excel/email
• Pick a really useful benchmark
• Set some useful measures to say “actually this is probably worth it” or not

Then you run that pilot
• Get data for the business case
• Write down the experience, learnings
• See if you can work out the benefit
• Everything costs – not everything saves money or makes money but you want
to see if the symbolic or soft benefits are well understood when someone
wants some money to implement it

Then you can decide – offer it?
• Detail the idea
• Cost, difficulty, risks, benefits
• Show what you know and what you don’t
• Can partners help with this?
• Are any of them interested?
• VOTE on it

Subcommittees
• Ultimately your decision
• Good idea for standing items that require preserved knowledge and
experience such as legislative review
• Maybe not so for developing, executing on new product of service
ideas

From here
Next steps

Items
• I have added the ideas into Trello
• I have added David and Ann-Marie as administrators
• Set up your monthly meeting
• Pick one thing:
• Of high interest to members
• Easy enough to see how you could pilot it

• Set up for first monthly meet to review it and other items
• Off you go … every 3 months … “is this working” … “does this process
have to change”

Your facilitator
Patrick FitzGerald
• patrick.fitzgerald@alpha-curve.com
• @patrickfitzg_o on Twitter

• Consults to businesses and not-for-profits
• IBM Business Partner
• Lectures in Strategic Management, Advanced Strategy for Global Business
on MBA, EMBA programs at QUT
• Entrepreneur

Entrepreneur background
UDC Design - founded 1999 London

Sold to BNP Paribas 2003

Distribution Technology - founded 2003 London

